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.records

tapes;



1982



ANTISOCIAL- SCREW U (TOTAL ANARCHY, LP)

ATIIA THE STOCKBROKNS- AWAY DAT (DI 4 LP)

ARTICLES OF FAITH- FATHER'S DREAMS (BP)

ANGRY SAMOANS- MY OLD MAN'S A FATSO (LP)

ANTI- I DON'T YANNA DIE (LIFE IS SO UGLY, LP)

ADRIIYLIN OD- NEW YEARS EVE (NY TTE► SH, TP)

BLITZ- NEVER SURRENDER (45)

BAD BRAINS- HOW IOW CAN A PUNK GET (RAT LP)

BEASTIE BOYS- BEASTIE BOYS (RP)

BLACK FLAG- RISE ABOVE (LP)

BAD RELIGION- VOICE OF CAD IN COMMIES? (LP)

BATTALION OF SAINTS- NO MORE LIES (BYO LP)

BVITHOLE SURFERS I HATE MY JOB (TP)

CHELSEA- WAR ACROSS T1R NATION (45)

GRASS- HOW DOES IT FEEL (EP)

CHAOS UK- NO SECURITY (EP)

CHAOTIC DISCRORD- FUCK THE WORLD (SP)

I1UCIFUCDIS HINCKLEY HAD A VISION (TP)

CODE OF HONOR- LE FIGHTING STILL (LP)

CRUCIFIX- PREJUDICE (RP)

CHAOS 2- ZWANG (LP)

CORROSION OF CONFORNLTI- SWISS IK(NO CORE TP)

DIET-HIROSIMA (EP)

DISORDER- SUICIDE CHILDREE (12)

DISCHARGE- HEAR NOTHING . . . (LP)

DESCENDECTS- I'M NOT A PUNK (LP)

DIE KAEUZEN- FIGHTING (MASTEETAPE LP)

EXPLOITED- ALTERNATIVE (45)

ESS- FIGHT (TP)

FASTBACKS FAST ENOUGH (EP)

FITS LAST LAUGH (RP)

FALSE PROPHE'rS- GOOD CLEAR PUN (45)

FLIPPER- LIVING FOB THE DEPRESSION (LP)

F TROOP- LAST RITES (YOU CAN'T . . . SUCXCESS, LP)

FYAR'LZ- PEOPLE UMAIRU (LP)

FO'a- RADIO UNIX BOSTON NOT U . LP)

GBH- GUNNED DOWN LP)

GANG GREEK- SNOB BOSTON NOT L, LP)

GOVERNMENT ISSUE- HEY RONNIE (FLEX YOUR HEAD, LP)

HUSKER DU- IN A FREE LAND (EP)

INSANE- WHY DIE (45)

I.NTENSIFIED CHAOS- INTENSIFIED CHAOS (MAX RMR, LP)

;FA- OUT OF SCHOOL (MEATHOUSE, TP)

JERRY'S KIDS- MACHINE GUN (UNSAFE . . . RP)

KAAOS- POLIITITOA (PROPACAND► , LP)

LOS OLVLDCIX)S- PAY SALVATION (MAX anN, LP)

LOST GENERATION- RIND OONTEOL (RP)

MAD ?NUS- OAT% (EP)

MAYHEM- PATRIOTS (EP)

MOB- COMM CRIMINAL (tP)

MISGUIDED- STATE OF WAR (EP)

MAD- HOLOCAUST MNX REE, LP)

MDC- DEAD COPS LP)

MINUTEMEN- WORKING Mml ARE PISSED (AMER. TIN REPORT . LP)

MEAT PUPPETS MELONS RISING (LP)

MINOR THREAT- IN MY EYES (SP)

MIA- ANGRY YOUTH (LP)

NIHILISTICS- YOU'RE TO DIANE (RP)

MACROS BAD DREAM (PROCESS OF ELAN . ,F.P)

NEGATIVE APPROACH- CAN'T TELL NO ONE (SP)

NO CRISIS ABUT FACE (EP)

LECATIVE FX- HAZARDOUS WASNE (TP)

NEOS- CHURCHGOERS MOTIVE (RP)

NUKKETEATTERI- JOS SOU TUIEE (EP)

ONE WAY SYSTEM- JACEIK VAS A JUNNI (45)

OUTLAWS- CHOCOMEL (AL JE HAAR . . . LP)

OHIO SEGO- GRITO SUBURBAN) (EP)

DEL- SCHREI SQIREI (LP)

PETER AND TEST TUBE BABIES- BANNED FROM PUBS (SP)

PARIAH- LEARNING PROCESS (MAX HER . LP)

POISON IDEA- THIS THINC CALLED PROGRESS (TP)

RAllIA- B ALARM (UNDERGROUND HITS, LP)

RUDIMENTARY PM- SACRIFICE (SP)

REBEL TRUTH- ALL I KNOW (MAX RnR, I.P)

RED }CROSS- KILL SOMEONE YOU HATE (LP)

REALLY RED- NO MORE ART (RP)

REJECTORS- CO DIE (EP)

RIISTETYT- PAINU HELVSrIIIN . . . (PROPAGANDA, LP)

RAF PUNK- SARO ANGER PACIPISTA, MA . . . (SCHIAVI, EP)

STRAPS- BRIXTON (LP)

SuBHUMANS- IT'S coma GET WORSE (EP)

SOCIAL UNREST- RED WHITE AND BLUE (EP

SIN 74- NUCLEAR WAR (SUDDEN DEATH, II

SOCIAL DISTORTION- 1945 (RP)

SUBURBAN MUTILATION- MENAGNIM BEGIN F .U . (TP)

SS DECONTROL- BOILING POINT (LP)

SADISTIC EXPLOITS APATHY (45)

7 SECONDS- ANTI-KIAB (EP)

TOXIC REASONS- HOW DO YOU Fffi, (LP)

TAR BABIES BE HUMBLE/NEW POOR MEATHOUSE, TP)

TERVEET KAIET- OUTO MU (EP)

URBN OK- WORLD CONE CRAZY (BP)

VARUKERS- MO MASTERS, NO =sass (EP)

VANDALS- ANARCHY BURGER, SOLD TEE GOV'T . (BP)

VOID- THINK (13)

WILLMUL NS;IELT- ABORT TEE MISSION (LP)

YOUTH BRIGJADE- FIGHT TO UNITE (LP)

YOUTH YOUTH YOUTH- CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE (TP)

ZERO OEM- LIAR IS WORSE (THERE IS MORE, TP)

YS- DRUG FARE YO

C
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INSIDE : Punk in Canada, South Africa, NJ, Indiana, Texas, Calif ., NYC, Oregon,

Boston, Philly BYO, Chicago, Arizona, Wisconsin, Montana, North Carolina, England,

Plus Quincy, False Prophets, Code of Honor, Crucifucks, Poison Idea, Crucifix, DOA,

Toxic Reasons, US History, Reagan Youth, Neos, Nihilism, Feederz, and lots more!



Stop The Presses! Late Bulletin

RIOT ON SUNSET STRIP!!!

1/8/83—Hollywood Police swept

down on and tried to close yet another punk gig in L .A ., and hundreds of punks fought back . The

show, which featured TSOL, SOCIAL DISTORTION,REDDKROSS,

TOXIC REASONS, and LOS OLVIDOS, was proceeding as planned and

was incredibly orderly, until the police arrived . Mike Vraney, TSOL's

manager, reported that the door

opened at 7 PM, and the first band

was playing by 7 :30 . By 10 PM,

there were 2000 people inside of the

SIR Rehersal Studio on Sunset Blvd .,

with another 200-300 outside . TSOL

went onstage at 11 :15, with the show

scheduled to end at 12 :15 .



Meanwhile, outside, a kid hanging

out apparently chucked a bottle at a

passing cop car, which was enough

provocation for the police to call for reenforcements . They sealed off Sunset

for two blocks in each direction, and

also called in helicopters and fire

engines . Some other kids outside then

proceeded to break a few windows

nearby, and lit small garbage fires.

At this point, a staff person from the

production company, got on stage and

told the crowd the police would be

entering the building, and the house

lights went on . Jack, the singer of

TSOL, probably remembering the

famous "Elks Lodge Massacre", told

the crowd " . . .to stick together . If a cop

comes at you, hit the floor and go limp.

Everybody sit down ." Amazingly, 2000

people did sit down, while TSOL,

played on through 3 numbers, but during, "Abolish Government", the power

was pulled, and Jack then said,

"Watch yourselves, be careful, — let's

go get 'em ."

One half of the crowd,, 1000 people,

were able to get out of the building,

before it was sealed with the other half

inside . Those who did get out were met

by club-wielding police, most of whom

just came on shift, and seemed overly

energetic and eager to "enforce the

law" . There were many injuries and incidents in the melee that followed,

which included the burning of the ;

police barricades, as well as 6 arrests.

Finally the other half of the crowd was

able to escape, and met the same

response, which lasted until 1 :30 AM.

Police reports, which the media used

as the basis for their coverage, stated

that it was a case of "punks throwing

rocks and bottles at each other",

which prompted their intervention.

Eyewitness accounts belie that, indicating that the show was extremely

orderly, by any standards, and that it

was just another case of police harassment of punks in Southern California .



	

	



SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL DEAD COPS



$3,00 PnsTPAI D To

'at46 BowER SrREEr

BERKELEY, CA 9470,

NEW ALBUM BY MILLIONS OF DEAD COPS - Re-mixed by KPras

Floride &amp; East Bay Ray, mastered by Geri X &amp; Eric Wolf .
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ystematic Record Dist

Berkeley Industrial Ct*I

729 Heinz Ave Berkeley,Ca
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Write or call for free catalogue
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New Pressing Now Available On Red Vinyl
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RADIO STATIONS : MAXIMUM R'N R RADIO SHOWS ARE

NOW AVAILABLE FOR RADIO STATIONS ONLY . CASSETTES ARE $5 PER SHOW . CONTACT RUTH SCHWARTZ AT

P.O . BOX 988-S .F .,CA 94101-(415)621-4307 DAYS

BANDS : WE WANT YOUR RECORDS, CASSETTES(DEMOS

OR GARAGE) FOR BOTH AIRPLAY AND MAG REVIEW .WE

ALSO WANT PHOTOS FOR USE IN THE MAGAZINE.

WRITERS : SCENE REPORTS-IF YOU'RE ON TOP OF THE

RAPS IN YOUR AREA, SEND US A REPORT, ALONG WITH PHOTOS &amp; FLIERS . PLEASE KEEP 'EM SUCCINCT.

NEXT DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 15
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ADVERTISERS : NEXT ISSUE IS OUT MARCH 15 . A

WE NEED AD COPY BY MAR . 1, BUT NEED TO KNOW

IN ADVANCE WHAT SIZE TO RESERVE . AD RATES ARE:

	

NEW AD SIZES 1/2(7 1i " x5 " )$54
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side our consciousness . And speaking of

dreams, how do we know that any of this is

real, that we aren't just experiencing our

whole life in just the 5-7 minutes of a dream

(that's how long most dreams are) . A dream,

within a dream, within a dream, etc.



TIIS

AIR



WMUR MILWAUKEE, WI 750 AM MON . 101'M

WQFS GREENSBORO, NC 90 .9 FM AT . 3PM

WMUC COLLEGE PARK, MD 88 .1 FM SUN . 7PM

XWCW WALLA WALLA, WA 90 .5 FM CALL STATION/

XJHK LAWRENCE, KS 91 FM TUES . 11PM

WUSB STONEYBROOK, NY 90 .1 FM MON . 5PM

XDIC GRINELL, IA 88 .5 FM MON . 9PM

RUGS BELLINGHAM, WA 89 .3 FM WED . 11PM

WFRC FRITCHBERG, MA

THURS . 4PM

WZRD CHICAGO, IL 88 .3 FM SUN . SAM

WMEB ORONO, ME 91 .9 FM FRI . 9PM

WJRH EASTON, PA 90 .5 FM MON . MILK.

WKIA1 PHILA ., PA

91 .7 FM TUES . MILK.

KHSU ARCATA, CA 91 .5 FM SAT . 10PM

KPFA BERKELEY, CA 94 .1 FM TUES. 9PM

KFCF FRESNO, G 88 .1 FM TUES . 9PM

WMHB WATER VILLE ME 91 .5 FM TUES . 10PM

NY LISTENERS--OUR SHOW WAS TO BE ON PAT

DUNCAN ' S WFMU PROGRAM, BUT HE WAS SUSPENDED FOR 30 DAYS--WILL LET YOU KNOW NEXT

ISSUE WHAT'S UP.



Anyway, given the total irrationality of this

'life' we lead, the fine balance of 'sanity'

between the madness of contemplating the in finity of the Universe and where it comes

from and is going, and the schizophrenic

reality of the human inner mind, it's no

wonder one can't he very self- righteous in

declaring anything to he true . Yet, if one

can accept the stupidity and sadistic nature

of this world we are horn (?) into, is it

possible to go forward at all, with any

self-assurance, in advocating change, or is

that just a ridiculous exercise of ego, as

the cynics would have us believe?



'Ty conclusion, which I share with you

because, in a sense, It explains where this

magazine is coming from, is that --O .K ., we

can't know shit about - these gigantic

SUBSCRIBERS : U .S .A .-6 ISSUES FOR $5

questions, hut given that here's where are,

CANADA-6 ISSUES FOR $7

then one either commits suicide (honest), or

EUROPE-6 ISSUES FOR $12

tries to make it through life with personal

integrity, trying to make this little iota a

DISTRIBUTION : ROUGH TRADE, SYSTEMATIC, FAULTY,

more satisfying situation (also honest), unIMPORTANT, LAST GASP, GREENWORLD, DUTCH E . IND

COd TRIBUTORS

TED MALY

til death (whatever that is) plays its little

KEN B

MURRY

sick joke on us . So hasicly, yes, we can he

MAXIMUM ROCK ' N'ROLL

MARY CURLEY

ERICH MUELLER

serious about what we commit ourselves to but

P .O . BOX 288

GERRARD COSLEY

PUSHEAD

we can also maintain a perspective of the ab	

°f0{KELEY,CA 94701	

CARLY

ROBIN

surdity of it all .

There's a quote from

CLIFF CARPENTER

HOWIE SALMON

Joseph Heller's Catch-22 that is appropriate

WOMEN,

ERIC COPE

BILLY SINATRA

here . The main characther, Yossarian, is

DAVE MDC

DAVE SCOTT

we have cried to present the .. questions as objectively

talking to a highly God-fearing person on the

aad Cr . . of attack as possible . These are problem welch

DAVE 34

RUTH SCHWARTZ

subject of God : "And don't tell me Cod works

ee feel affect women, possibly a• a result of pressures

directed towards chew ocher by our culture or by ourselves

DIG

GEORGE SENKO

in mysterious ways . There's nothing so mys Please try to make your answers as honest to yourself is

ERROL ENGELBRECHT

STEVE SPINALI

you can.

terious about it . He's not working at all.

RAY FARRELL

JOHN SILVA

He's playing . Or else He's forgotten all

Is your content 1 . Are you happy etch your setf•L .aaet

GLEN

FRIEDMAN

RON

THATCHER

ment or lack of it due to the male dominated society In

about us . That's the kind of Cod you people

LYLE HYSEN

which we live or do you feel that you are independently

TIM TONOOKA

talk about--a country bumpkin, a clumsy,

responsible?

PAUL MAHERN

TOMMY

bungling, brainless, conceited, uncouth

Z . Have you ever been afraid to play an Instrument? Have

RAW HEARTLESS

PETER URBAN

.ou ever been intimidated to join a band?

hayseed . Good Cod, how much reverence can

COURTNEY MICHELLE

VALE

you have for a Supreme Being who finds it

3 . Ace you afraid to slam? Why or why not:

necessary to include such phenomenon as

. . 'ould you like to be eons involved In the music scene?

phlegm and tooth decay in His divine system

s

suite'?

5. Do you chink there is such a thing as ' women '

of creation? What in the world was running

through that warped, evil, scatological mind

6. Are y u ware of any sexual oppression Ln punk music

and/or your scene? Do you feel any pressure to go along

of His when Ile robbed old people of the power

12/6/R2- For the last week-and-a-half,

:lth stereotypical female behavlorT

ARTICLF.S OF FAITH

from Chicago have been to control their bowel movements? Why in the

7. Do you feel pressures from within your punk scene to

staying at our house, and we've been staying world did He ever create pain?" She answers:

behave dress, or act In • stereotypical 'female punt'

"Pain is a warning to us of bodily danger ."

router?

up to 4,5,6 or 7 in the A .M . every night,

Yossarian counters, "And who created the

discussing and arguing about politics, music,

Do not feel that you must answer all of these questions:

dangers? Oh, he was really being charitable

all e. want are your opinions as a woman . There are

life, death, genetics, socialization, LSD,

luny more related issues that we have not addressed,

to us when he gave us pain . Why couldn't He

lod, dreams— you name it . It's been great,

please Include anything that you went to say . We would

llke to print your response, as well as any others we

stimulating, and exhausting .

The reason I have used a doorbell instead to notify us, or

receive, in Maximus Rock M Roll magazine.

one of his celestial choirs? Or a system of

bring this up, though, is to comment on somePlease address all correspondence to.

thing that comes up from time to time ; a blue-and-re d neon tubes right in the mtrldle

of each person's forehead? Any jukebox

Thank you.

Survey

question or accusation put to us by some

c/o Maximum Rock M Roll

manufacturer worth his salt could have done

Anna Chapman

readers : 'You guys are too serious!"

Erika Umbers.

that . 'Then you consider the opportunity and

Lynn 4andel

power he had to really do a job, and then

Ruch Schwartz

ell, granted, we do have a serious side;

look at the stupid, ugly little mess He made

erhaps the one that we put public most

MAG

of it instead, His incompetence is almost

frequently . But, as demonsrated during these

staggering, . It ' s obvious he never net a

lot of people have written and comp ne

t.

11-righters, there is more to our approach

payroll . "

eir local store runs out of our mag before

than straight politics . I think those die Yossarian's acquaintance cautions him to hush

ey can snap one up . we would like your help

ussions reaffirmed in myself the other areas

n remedying this . Please fill this out, and

up or Cod might punish him for talking like

of Interest I have --outerspace, inner space,

it it back to us . If necessary, ask someone

the absurdity of life, etc ., and the basic that . Yossarian says, " Isn ' t He punishing me

o works there for information we need .Thanka need to keep everything in perspective, main - enough? You know, we mustn't let Him get

)What store do you buy Max RnR at?Give city

taining a balance between committment to away scot free for all the sorrow He's caused

us . Someday I'm gonna make him pay . I know

and address if possible.

whatever one decides is important to fight

)How many copies of any given issue do they

for, and a knowledge that you can't really when . On Judgement Day . Yes, that's the day

I'll he close enough to reach out and grab

order?

know enough to be 1007 sure of anything you

do . We spent a lot of time arguing about

that litte yokel by His neck and--"

)How quickly do they sell out of it?

Do they re-order it, are they asked to by

materialism (that through scientific means

eventually

all

can

be

understood

and

So, to those of you who feel we only care

any distributor(what distributor), or do the

changed), and another perspective questioning

a}out politics and are too serious, I hope

just wait for the next issue to come out?

how we can 'know' anything when we are lust

you can see that we do indead think about

little ants clinging to a piece of rock, hurlots of other things, and that we do indeed

tling through 'what'? -Infinity! What is have a sense of humor and perspective on our

DAVE RAVE

FLETCH

this universe, somehow emerging from a big

serious side . It may he a pretty warped and

JEFF BALE

KIM M

bang, spreading out forever into what, and

JERRY BOOTH

PETER MONTGOMERY

sick sense of hummor, hut it is there . By

then maybe shrinking hack, and what the fuck

BRUCE

LYNN M

the way, if you've never read Catch-22, you

are black holes anyway? It couldn't have are missing a real treat . For me, it sums up

ANNA CHAPMAN

NOISEBUSH

been dreamed up by anyone less than a total

JEROD POOR

ERIC H

all the sickness and stupidity of life and

psycho . And, as any intrepid innerspace ex- mankin d , and vet concludes on an optimistic

ERIKA

LISA SMITH

CLIFF VARNELL

plorer can tell you, that as vast and complex

FLY

note of hope and freedom . Sneaky hook

a d inftrire as nuters ace is, so it is in- review, huh? ----Tim Y.

IAN EDG .,

I?'
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THIS CARTOON IS FROM THE GREAT



KEEP'EMCOMIN



REAGAN DEATH Z N E



114 W GILMAN #114

MADISM, WI 53707



Pear Maxi run Rockers:

lieu! T dip ver map a lot . . .Thanx for the plug

1r the "fanzine" section ; except that hasicly

Tl'ISTEn IMA':E isn't a fanzine . . .Actually

we're just a traditional newspaper, with

traditional news features . . .except that most

of us workinp for the paper are nut cases.

great . . .It's nice to

know there are minds out there like Tin and

Jeff . . .I feel sort of a spiritual, political

kinship with the whole paper even the I'm not

a "punk" . The only groups I've ever really

identified wit h are cartoonists and hike

messengers.

Anvways'lA Y T"l"' R E R is



I think

" punk " is mostly a response to

"fetnem . . . The nEP i V E"+FnY'S rea l ly drive

h nrr . . .it ' s



that



li"e after "tetna',,



the



sickness of America le so fucking obvious

that you have to he a complete moron not to

Phtch

is pro b ably

why most

see

it . . .

Americans don't.

" Cei



l ty



o r



Refer " b ite " . . .face it, we ' re 1!l.



a 'uncba hopnless fuc' U^s . . .dress en in

our h ip inapes and proselytize for this social cause play our minx' tames an d art-me d ia

trips . . . ut t h is

reality/drear is so hope -



h



lessly soiled that t h ere ' s nothing left to d o

b ut have a sick laff as we slow l y drown in

this sea of shit called n .S . of A . . . . Poetic

bastard, ain't I' . . .T'r' sorry Tir Y . I h ate a

hard time seelnr " non '&lt; " as this treat social

etc . ..

nnverent,

raisin'

conscinu'ness,

Ceezer! If anvt bi np it's the last nail driven



d



CaIVE ' EM EN00GN moPE ! !

Dear "ax 'ot R tot Fuck you . I know you



d



thir , we really suck . Ba



d



reviews aren't in-



ttridating cuz I really don't give a fuck.

no you hear me, max piece of shit? I really

don't pive a fuck how you review our tape.

'We ' re mother, brother, father, sister,

prandnother fuckinp proud of it . I am Mikel

Pndolak the singer/song writer for SACRED

ORDER . Ard no,l am not a nazi . After all, I

only have one swastika arm hand . Every person or group of people that I hate, I have a

reason for doing so . And now I have someone

new to dislike, you the self-righteous

critic . I will not change my attitude because someone thinks it sucks . Doesn't

anybody have a sense of humor anymore'

Couldn't you see the humor in any of our

snnrs? Take "Bongs" for instance . Do you

actually think I prab bed some broad's hair

and threw her dawn because I was blitzed on

hones of rainhnw done? now man, where's the

carh' Oh, oh I've rot a boner, I've gotta

tuck .

I mean really . now shout a thousand



cornse

the

of



mikes . A thousan d mikes is a measurement in



Superstar Christ . . . Christianity's been one

lone death trip, and hey punk is the pi-and

clinax.



L .S .P . eotentcv .

L .S .D	

will take your

life .

I've quit taking that awful chit and

I'n lust saying " Friends he eare f el " .

"She

Fills '!e " is a parody of love son g s . "T h e

!l ight to he Poor and 'aeical " is lust one of

nosy songs that I have expressing my hate for

"Icky

the monetary system .

Mon-i-tary .

°itch" parodys eirts for being girls or not.

Yes, I h ate lesbians (and the male type of

her)) . Because I've had personal had experiences with that sick side of society.

Like I had a g irlfrien d that turned Curbing

les ho under the influence of alcohol right in



	Jesus

in

t h e loop- ead



Sure, pun' is b etter than mindless disco, or

such-up-to-the-snorts-lock-here bullshit net

her, what isn ' t'

T dunno' . . .T like the re b ellion, I life the

the rusir

new styles, T like a 1otta '

('specially the sic•- humor of the D .'' . ' s.

	ravhe

if

we

"

sores," '"on firer''

to stair'

and chant and thrash lot,' ennue b

tri ba



l



aroun d



the



cnrnfire we car exorcize some of the



hey, tin paraphrase Cinshere : " t h e

world is a nnurtain of s h it that bas to he



d emons, b ut



moved with a teaspoon . . .if it ' s to he moved

at al'

Ya krow, the whole underground movement has

always attracte d

the brightest rinds in

America, vet look at what a lane hunch's'

fuckheads IT arr . . . Dirk was right when he

said the punk movement would he destroyed

from within ; !DC vs . °An PPA.I"S, let's blow

up Howle's car, English nunks are trendies,

the CLAS" Sold out . . .our comron hatree of

n eagan unifies us only in the sense that we

momentarily forget how much we hateeacb

other.

Still, if you guys weren ' t out there, there

wouldn't he many people I'd feel like writing

to.



P eace



and Love . . ..

(payhe someday I'll feel it

-ice "ackwords



fuc k inp front of me in a tavern . My



b ein g



a piss poor actor and then he quits the



series demanding a larger salary-then they

get 'truce Jenner .

Well, anything's better

than



g ive



P ruce



lenner . . .except Erik . Well they



him more money and he comes hack . I

mean it's cool man, to knock someone, isn ' t

it ,

T knock Erik, or lesbians, or other shit

and you knock re and we knock the world and

the world knocks us . And on and on . So

like, fuck you . I'm roing to keep on doing

what I'm doing . And You ' ll pro b ably keen on

ke p elne on .

Ind the world sure isn ' t going

to c h ance because "we" want it to.

Sn



like, let's have a laugh and a bong and act

like the self- righteous animals that we are.

And also lets have some p others-milk-Miller

beer . Love on va!!'ikel nndolak SACRED OPDER

1 .S .-I'm



)



b rain



went snap . Well, there's only one song left

to explain . "Erik Estrada", there's a man

who everyone should spit on . The motherfuck er pets pai d millions of fucking dollars for



21 years old .



And In the past 11



years of ', nip and alcohol consumption I've

lost a lot of brains .

But obviously I'm

a till

smarter than the whole

fucking hunk

scene . Pa Ha .



11i, I pot a copy of your premier issue and

congratulate you on the energies and thoughts

put into it . I find the layout of it pretty

good and conducive to reading from beginning

to end . (i .e . sequence of articles, balance

between ads and articles .) Some zines and

'papers are laid out in a way where you tend

to read certain articles rather than reading

like a hook where you go from the start until

you reach the end . That way you don't miss

anything.

The articles were written in ways that made

them core across as what they were - individual observations and opinions . There

didn't seem to he much preaching or attempts

at persuasion involved .

As well you included

a rood range of opinions in different ways columns, reviews, Interviews etc.

I pot my copy when MDC played in town a while

ago . They seemed to have gotten a favorable

response from those that attended which was

as

is

usual

in

Ottawa

quite

a

cross-section .

New music in town draws

people ranging from those wearing mohawks to

those in cardigan sweaters . Althouph this

sometimes results in quite a clash of styles

and opinions . I think the mix is beneficial

- 'cause we can learn from each other . In

the small amount of time I talked with the

hand the next day, I gaianed a favorable

opinion of them . They were nice people who

were willing to learn and progress because

they liked what they were doing . ----Derrick

m ean, Ottawa, Canada.

near Tin Y:

I listen to your show pretty often . I'n 34 of the generation that was put "on the road "

by Bob Dylan's "Positively 4th Street" and

"Desolation Row" around 1965.

I tuned in on the end of your show last

Don ' t know

week . . .Tuesday, 16th November .

the name of your speaker (ed : Frank

Discussion), but he was saying how putting a

brick thru the window improves your sex life.

Which I wanna point out was discovered away

hack in the distant past by our ancestors who

discovered it was more fun to screw your

neigh Mr's wife and kill him and take anyth tnr you need from them.

it's no dif f erent than ordinary garden



variety rape and war . Your speaker thinks

he's among the elite discoverers of this

reality, but the military discovered it a

long time ago and made it a solid

institution.

"so, - I'm no different . In my heart - I 'lean

my heart can en that way . It's just that I'm

T ' d rather stand

not rotor that way in life .

with the freedom and independence of men and

women and of little people and windows that

aren't throwing bricks at me.

Put I'm not into rape, if you know what I

mean.

That's it . I lust wanted to say this . Tt

took a while to figure out what he said meant

to me.



peopli- have abused that by making crank calls.

IOl the-road, again .- The phone numbers we printed last issue of promoters, bands, and clubs in Please respect the value this kind of informat-



PAT-IF YOU HATED THAT

,WAIT ' LL YOU READ

! ! ! !



our 'How To Tour' article and the Wes Robinson can have for us all, or we will not be able, in ' DISCUSSIQ1 '

interview are there to help the scene grow . Some good conscience, to print numbers in the future ;;

ABOUT FEEDERZ

Thanks, Tim Y
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I flipped through the T1 Cn 1&amp; and an aever tisement caupht my eye . mere was a stupid

picture of this chick "punking-out, man" with

leopard akin clothes, wrap-around glasses,

spray coloring in her hair . . .need I say more?

Under the picture read : "THE PUNK PUZZLE : HOW

CAN IT EE SOLVED? Watch Eye qp L .A . at 7 :30

to find out . . .special guest Serena Dank ."

Since I love comedys, I made sure I watched

this one! The " Chips " episode on hardcore

penkers was the funniest thing on TBV since

Tbg Partridge Family . About a year ago, on

anther stations, they had a report sue lar to

this one on "Eye On' LA", but we didn't have

the beautiful

m s . Dank then .

Anyhow, I

watched it . It was more than funny . It was

stupid . Shit like this being pounded into

the minds of mindless viewers, I guess the

' only thin}, I can do is laug h . A few days

later, a friend told me to watch " Square

Pegs", anot h er pussy sitcome, 'cos DFVO was

on .

:'hat can I say? I just LOVP to laugh.

On this show, I watched the characters dieing

their, hair purple and talking s h out slamming,

punk rock, new wave, etc . etc . Last night,

my mother was watchinr

to5 " , another

"q

sitcome (sit and come) UA"A'IA, and T over', care ore n e

the actresses on t h e show

Talking about her daughter whoinst pot Flue

mohawk . Later, I flipped through the evening

paper and saw an a d for the film "Class o f

i n n" .

The next day at practice we were

talking about the episode of tonight ' s

"Ouincey", yes, you guessed it, those

terrible, fucke" up punkrockers . PUre TS nN

TV *IOnT THA T' I SFr IT LIVE TUFSF DA Y S"!

Looks like the media has FCLI nN pra h hed

aho'd of punk rock, and is writing it into

EVE ry SCFTP" .

You can't watch "Facts of

Life" even, without punk being mentioned.

PTt-' "AVr r !

o ink/Few rave . Punk Wave . The

media is eating it up . Cameras are filming

me at shows . On the cover of fucking U .S.

magazine it reads : "FA P A P 'S GO•'r T' ' NK! " !Mr".

Next on channel 4 : The Serena flank Talk Show,

this week's guests : meet the nice guys in

PLACv FLAG, learn the latest stare dive, find

out the latest in nice new wave fashion, and

meet Parhv Crash and Sid v icious . FUCF7"G

rIn

.

i, rr' nlcr.rrrT, T ,nt

	TSTt'

V

AWIV A'

TPry'Pr~ngNArrms•rpnpv'p^CG~ n'AGFT!^ !' ! -lave



FUN IN THE SUN

A week ago I was kidnapped by the Jewish

Defense Association and

forced to watch

"Victory at E.ntelhe", "Colds", and "Exodus'

constantly on a Beta-Max for 4 solid days . I

was able to escape when my captors went out

to mail some letter bombs . However, when I

read the article in the October 14 issue of

Rolling Stone (11 390) by Peter Hellman about

traveling with the Israeli's in Lebanon,

something clicked in my head, and I lost con trol of myself, writing the following letter.

No doubt, the point of view expressed below

is a result of my previous conditioning while

I was a captive.

(Ed . note : The following letter is a sarcas tic response to a ridiculously pro-Israeli

article that appeared in ROILING STONE 0380

(Oct .14,1iP2) .)

Dear Rolling Stone:

I must congratulate Peter Hellman and

commend You for printing the article "Diary

of an Unholy War" . Finally, an article that

takes the Israeli point of view . It helped

me realize what it's like to fight a war

where it seems that you're fighting an entire

people . That part about the Palestinian kids

in the house who were armed with weapons and

killed by an Israeli soldier reminded me of

all those Viet Nam War stories I have read

about our boys having to kill 10-year-old

Viet tongs .



LETTERS

Evidently Mr . Penman and your magazine

realize the importance of Israel to our interests in maintaining a stable Middle East—

Cod, can you imagine all those wild

Palestinian kids roiting and rebelling out of

control-- it would wreak havoc on our

friends, like King Hussein, or the new

President of Lebanon, Amin Gemayel, the

leader of the distinguished Phalange .

lust

look at all the problems of our own we had
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BANDS-WARNING!!!!!

Hello

It has come to our attention that when

hands tour thru Milwaukee the hooking agent

sets up a date thru a promotor known as D .H.

r aw O .H . .sakes a few calls, sets up a hall or

bar, a P .A . and an opening hand . This sounds

good except he rips off people by charging

too much at the door and rips off national

hands as well as not paying the local bands.

The money that he rips off from the bands and

people he keeps for himself.



dealing with riots like in Miami . The hard

facts are that thanks to Israel and the timely assistance of the Marines and the French

and Italian troops, a large part of the PLO

has been cleared out from Lebanon and

We (DIE KREUZEN) started using contracts

deposited in various camps under the watchful

that pave us a guarantee based on what D .H.

eyes of their host governments, at least the

said we would get paid . No% D .H . didn't like

ones the Israelis didn't get . Just think this so now we never open for any hands in

about what would have happened had PLO sol - Milw . He is using a new hand SACRED ORDER as

diers p een in Sabra and Chatilla refugee his "opening band" because they don't have a

camps when Israel helped the Phalange clean contract and don't ask for a guarantee.

up the place . Now many good Christian boys SACRED ORDER recently opened for the MEAT

would have died then?

PUPPETS and got paid ten fucking dollars by

D .H . We don't think this is fair to S .O . or

What palls me is why Palestinians can't any other hands that he might use for his own

accept the fact that Israel took their land wealth . We would like to stop this before it

fair and square-it's just tough tittles. goes any further.

like John Wayne said about the Indians, they

were selfishly trying to keep the land for

We (O .K . R 5 .0 .) are now setting up our

themselves instead of letting the whites have own shows with touring hands . We have access

it . (By the way, General Sharon reminds me a to a P .A ., a hall or bar, and can find a

little of good old Duke, don't you think?). place for the hand to stay . We have done

Weren't the Puritans persecuted, weren't the this for hands such as M .D .C ., CRUCIFUCKS,

Boers in South Africa persecuted, and didn't

"IITE TRASH, ARTICLES OF FAITH, MECHT MENSCH,

they have a right to a place of their own?

TA" PAPIES, HUSKER DU, ZERO BOYS, SUBURBAN

So why should the Israelis have to put up

MUTILATION and other Midwest hands . We would

with these terrorists complaining about how

like you to give us a call or write, and we

they were driven out of their homeland . Hey

will he more than happy to set up a gig, a

its the survival of the fittest you know.

place for the bands to stay, equipment (if

Let's put it real simple, I was looking you need is, let us know in advance) and we

at all the photos in the articles, and they would make sure everyone gets paid . We would

had this one of some Israeli soldiers hitting also take care of advertising, such as radio

the p eaches when they came back home, and in ads, posters and handbills.

my hook, anyone who surfs is right by me.

Neck, you know Charlie didn't surf neither.

I'd like to see more of these 'soldier's

point of view' articles, maybe do one called

"Traveling with the Phalange through

Palestinian refugee camps", or "My adventures

in My Lai", or even "Fun in El Salvador" or

"Ivan in Kabul" . I'm sure that they will he

as uplifting to others as this article has

been to me .



Please call or write as soon as possible

and spread the word! We would like to stop

thieves and unfair people . Avoid the

middleman, lets all help each other! We are

sending letters like this one to other hands

across the country, including Canada.

Die Kreuzen/Dan &amp; Mel

634 W . Wisconsin Ave . 021

Milw ., WI 53203



Dsn(414 272-7108

Mel(414)277-7658



Yours Truly,

Virus K, Chicago



HUH???

DMRNR,



TYRE



TYPO



In Issue 1 ', there was a tvgn in Tan's D .C.

column, and instead of reading :

'P r !' CPOS",

it got printed :

Mn'' C P OS, .

Mere ' s their

reply to our letter of apology:

Pear Tim,

You and T will proba b ly never see eye to eye

on just about anvt h inn, as our previous

"encounters" w i l l testify . However, I just

want to tell you how much I annreciated your

w hile T took no ofnote to me an" t h e hand .

fense in the first puce (it was ohvinusly an

error and not a cheap shot at us , your analogy settles any dou b ts t h at could ever arise

frog' it .

Actuary I thought it WAS pretty

funn y — it only hanpens to us i t seems.

yours

SAP GREY

Iron Cross

P .S . If you want another example of typo

errors, check out our lyric sheet for the 45

- ah my Cod it's embarrassing . . .



Fuck off . heh heh heh No Paysports! No

m ay Video Games (free)! No Military anywhere!

25c bus system! No Alcohol commercials on

TV! No meat commercials on TV! Deregulate

the telephone company! Deregulate the

Electric Company! Free world contraceptives

if you want them here! Vote anarchy!

Legalize marijuana! Start making one world

language! See what they are doing to people

in mental institutions and old age homes.

What is that shit not food? its hahyloncum!

Puree the court system! Anybody who is spend ing over 1 million dollars is a thief,

nrobahly, who moves efficiency, running

fingers of feathers up and down your white

blood cells . How many people have U .S.

elected . Why can't children vote? Do someth inp with medical industry, Dive Satan a

break . Cod put him (her) in charge of earth

and never told him (her) . What does that

sound like? Social consciousness uher alles.

And how could I forget the school system?

-Milwaukee Amy D .A .D . art Efficiency

Prezhnev Lorre Theory of Intelligent

Anarchy

Dan Dahlquist economics punk

1754 N . 73st Wauwatosa, WI 53213
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under-2l shows, hut my focus was geared

toward inspiring the fans to pressure bands

Dear Mauoroewr RonuaBdl,

and promoters into being community-oriented

gigs . We

I wish to correct a few errors of fact in roan,

s. F .'st . to =

:: r oar .-his by threatening to boycott fucked-up

column on Northern Ireland : no, it is not areligto,.s.0 to 'ate set . of a jihad, vat, do have the economic power to influence these

fanatical armies on both sides fighting to the death for their oolieis . Yes . the too

sides are outlined by their religions . The net, . Irish never t. things if we join together.

Reformation and remain Roman Catholic's ; the Scottish settlers came pat after the

Reformation and are all Presbyterian. Sin. the govemsant of independent Ireland is

JEFF BALE

pro-Catholic the settlers Justifiably wish to remain with Bntam . According to the

1974 census 31 .4% of the population of Northern Ireland is Catholic ¶3 .1% is

Protestant. Repeated referenda on the subject of independence nave said that the

draina with.. to ranaln ceder the Mont Governns,t.

'Itt11 occupied by the British Army , The Array was brorgnt in to pull terrorist

anion by grows like the provision Ai I .R.A., a violent prop mnde'tned by the true

Irish Republican army, a major force in bringing about Southern Irelands

independence.

Would you have thou Scottish settlers thrown out of the province' they settled in

the seventeenth century, long before most settlers came to the U.S. If you argue for

A cassette tape is the pa-fect plain to hide plunk Horiunartshp

this you must also logically argie that control of the US . be returned to the Indians.

Something you twit fad in a Ma eB tape

a minority titre similar to the minority of true Irish in Northern Ireland.

Because at Maseli we build cassettes to stardardsthat are 60%

Secondly, I must reply to Casey Beers letter in issue I . The issue at stake is not

than the industry calls Ix

Britain or Argentina, but the Falklands. The Falklanders themselves have the right to

ordinary cassettes, Masai tapes am node 'al

decide which country to belong to . or another to oecmw :ndepenoent . Again, a

anti-jamming ribs to present 3lrking, Uidsirg

referendum stated that they wished to nemam with Britain . Mot surprising, for

Argentina, not a'small county' as stated nits population is 23,00

:n-ore than

.000

and

half of Britain's 41 .000,0001, is one of tho .most repellent, opressive, nilitaryafascist

So ask fit Masten castles And the next

dictatorships in the world, an, is junta kept supplied with weaoons-y our

tore youth

dui new sate loo amt

government . the Argentine settlers may have been farnb :y removed . Jot that's past

history . It's unlikely 'net anyone mold be found or Argentina now who would wish to

get3a owfhaµink

tape

IT'S WJR11I II:

live in that godforsaken place: any settler s' would prwauy be farad thereby

Argentina's repressive government . The people to side with are not the Argentines or

29NnVR7

fM British, but the Falklanders, vino have chosen to enlist the aid of the Bntisn.

Despite the occasional leak-in of propaganda as in these tap oases, MRAP 'emains Tn : i,AVT .'TTt °OCK' s"ROI .L

• of the best punk maps in the country. Its editorial polio, of iettotg many and THE C1TIIEP nAY T PEA

d verse

opinions to be stated is admirable and, in my view . Sicken boss . Goad aork.

n A MAGAZINE AND IN ONE OP

IT'S p 'r'FS I FOUs'D TIIE ADVERTTSEMF,NT I

Patrick Amory

Brookline . MA.

F"CInSFD ' 'ITE 'TITS LETTER . IT PELn"'CS Tn THE

NICE TIL E S I" THE *,Y E LL CO RP . OF A"EPTCA.

CAN YOU °E I.TEtrE ^'ioSF. AESIIIPFS?

TT WnULD BF GREAT IF SnMEHOtd WE COULD TELL

Max R h R:

n T"FE PU NY TO BOYCnT THOSE A!CKERS' PRODUCTS.

TUTS COMPANY MUST THINK WE HAVE Nn limp%

Thank you so much for printing the interview P n ! t VR TN TO DAY'S MARKET TF THEY PRINT SUCH

with Dirksen . If I believed In require d P ' ' i LSHTT.

reading, I would require every hodv who ever "ELL IN NOT GOING Tn TAKE IT AND TO SNOW THEM

goes to a hardcore gig anyw h ere to read it. UY PISP! .EASUPE I SEND TPEM A LETTER OF WHICH

The points he brought out were vital . They I SENT' YOU A COPY.

were made especially effect i ve after I rear,

PL'''XS DON'T FTGHT . . .UNITF.!!!

the interview, and then read the scene

reports .

The inevitable cn"'n'ainrc

from

Mick Scahino

not rant, airs,

every town were the sane :

SACRAwENTO, CA.

nowhere to play, etc .

I h one it is o b vious

to everyone that if you tear up a place, the

manarer/owner/promoter is not gonna invite TO : THE seAr ELL

PE

OF AMERICA I DON'T KYnW

you hack . Rebellious youth should attack the IIILAT KTNn OF AN IPInT YOU PEO P LE HIRED Tn DO

guilty . The Kennedy ' s said it t h e best In 'than° Antr cRTISTt'G, BUT THANKS TO ETM OP IIEP OR

that Pont N azi Punks " . . . " trash a hint : if ' mi n 'T.CPR YOU HAVE JUST LOST A FAITHFIULL LONG

you've got real halls . "

TT?T. CUSTONE.R.

'n!r'pp nn ynl' 'TINY YOU CAN C ET OFF BY

of course one pro b lem is that most of the n"--PPG sec PC" uvv P01.17?

bozos responsible for t h e damage are too T

'ANY FEIF'TS IN TIT ' t'('SIC BUSINESS

stupid to read anyway, thus Dirks words will '" t !'.T PC 'TCII CASSETTE RECORDING AND YOU ARE

he of no use to then . I believe a hip con - "n4! P01MG TO LOSE. T'!EM ALL RECAHSE OF YOUR

tribution can come from the peer pressure PPEJUPTCIAL STAND AGAINST PUNKS.

suggested in the article . Pont he afraid to 'PICT "E '.t NAVE S'!OULdDN'T °F. RECORDED ON PUNK

tell some jerk to cool it if you see bin TAPE "

LOGO TS THE "OST SIM ELFINDFD

P unk is no popularity ''TPTCI'LOUS 'tTNCU OF BULLSHIT T HAVE FI VER

destroying property .

contest .

"v motto,

as a hardcore gin R E AP"!

promoter, was :

"Make enemies but influence EE O , NOW ON WE'RE STICKING TO TDK.

peoal e . "

FUCK YOU ASSHOLES!

Crain Underworld



NEW WAVE SHOULDN'T BE

RECORDED ON PUNK TAPER



co.



Cirmingham, Alahara



GET OUT YOUR PENS

JeffSay yr fine article on "Rockstaritis'- still

don't you think that what we really need to

battle this sort of thing are more truly alternative promoters, more all-ages/no alcohol

spaces and halls, more hands that share the

same line of thinking as you do? Bands have

to get away from relying on 'over-21' type

pars for gigs + to make sure that even if

they do get popular they won't end up playing

overly hig halls + losing contact with the

fans .

Sincerely,

lobby D.



P,ohI agree with you completely on the need for

hands to utilize honest promoters - a rare

breed - and consciously attempt to play
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near Max Rock 'n' Roll:

Hello there, Pow are you?? I'm in a real

wood mood . The other day I went to see MDC

and the DEAD KENMEDY's and T thought they

were excellent . 'specially "OC who I thought

were really Fucking Excellent . they stayed

at my mate's house and we had a real good

laugh . Talking about USA and Brit . We

talked all night and they seemed like a real

nice hunch of guys . They played a real excellent gig the best songs . I HATE WORK,

VIOLENT REDNECKS, JOHN WAYNE WAS A NAZI,

COPPnRATE DEATHRURGER, BUSINESS AND PARADE,

and DEAD COPS . Dave went mad . His acitions

on stage were real good . I suppose you like

!MC???

Well anyway I bet you're dying to find out

how I got your 'zine . So I'll tell you . I

got it off Len Morgan, Idle Thoughts Delta,

B .C . Canada .

It's No . 1, the one with the

'tnC

I

and MTF'nR THREAT .



thought it was real good 4 especially the let ters and the record reviews . The other day I

got No . 2 off M)C, and I thought the HUSKER DU

and REJECTORS interviews were excellent.

Your 'zinc is really informative and I enjoy

reading every minute of it . How long does it

take to do??? !tow many people contribute to

it??? Does it cost much to get printed?? We

were thinking of doing one . But it costs so

much to get printed . Anyway, I'll tell something about Birkenhead which is the part of

England I live in . Most of the punks are into the old type punk bands, i .e . PISTOLS,

CLASH, RU7_Z000KS, and UK SUBS, etc.

There's 4 of us who are into newer punk, i .e.

DISORDER, DISCHARGE, CHAOS UK, CHAOTIC.

DTSCH nRD, VIOLENT UPRISING (mates band),

DIRT, CRASS, AMEBIX, ANTHRAX, FLUX, CONFLICT,

ASYLUM,

MINOR THREAT,

SOA

AD-NAUSEUM,

(R .I .P .), YOUTH BRIGADE (R .I .P .), VOID,

FAITH, GANGREEN, MOC, BLACK FLAG, OK's,

TERVEET KADET, NEOS, SUBURBAN MENACE, KAAOS,

RISTYTT, SITU, TASTUS, APF,NDIX, LAMA, and RAP

RELIGION . I really love American hardcore.

As you can see from my list, I only like Fast

Punk . Tomorrow I'm gonna order the SS.

DECONTROL L .P . and CNSAFE AT ANY SPEED E .P.

Could you recommend any good fast bands? How

would you feel about trading UK for U .S.

stuff??? You know Demo's, live tapes, and

records . The stuff I'm interested in is Past

Punk . What do you think of British punk? I

think it is quite good hut I hate bands like

FKPLOITEO, V-SQUAn, and oil, oi! bands.

They're just out to rip you off . Whereas

bands like CRASS, etc . aren't . They care

about people, and don't look up on them as

pound notes or dollars . Plus what they say

is really good . Do you like CRASS??

MDC played a gig at London a few days ago and

CRASS came along . They thought NTT were

quite good, both lyricly and music . MDC want

to do an EP on'Crass Records . CRASS offered

them a gig at Stonehenge near XMAS . The MDC

LP is really good . My fay tracks are VIOLENT

E EDNECKS, I HATE WORK, DEAD COPS, RUSINE.SS ON

PARADE, I REMEMBER, AND JOHN WAYNE WAS A

UA7I . They were excellent live.

what's li f e like, there in Berkeley? Do you

have many pigs (shows) in San Francisco?? In

ltverpool it's real shit . Hardly any bands

play . The DEAD KFN cTEnY'S was the first show

for mont h s . I really enjoyed it . Although

St . Helens has a few gigs on . THE SYSTEM

are F rom St . Helen's .

Do you like THE

SYSTEM? I like the way you sell records

cheap and that's what it's about . Not ripping your own kind off . What do you think of

straight edge? I think it's alright hut I

reckon you shouldn't pack a drink in . I only

drink about 2 pints a night . I don't touch

drugs . no you?? Do none of the punks drink

in D .C .?? Has it caught on in any other

states? Has D .C . got the hest scene? Are

there any good fast hands starting up in your

area?

In

Birkenhead,

there

is

one,

1!ERE1ITAPY DISFASE,whn are practicing soon.

I reckon Finland has some good bands . I

wrote to Vote and he sends us tapes . I reckon KAAnS and RIST[TYT are excellent . I love

FAST PliNY.

Anyway, I'll say hire for now . Please write

hack . I would have enclosed the money for

S .!. .S .F . but I wasn't sure on the money

situation.

Cheers,

Cranny

(ed . - I've written to Cranny myself, but

thought some of you might want to also.

Here's his address : Granny, 1° Arley Close,

Fordestate R . rt ead, Merseyside L499UR England)
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Chris : Yeah, it's a nice thought.
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Dean : We're such assholes, and we treat each

other like shit . This is the seventh reunit ing of P .I . Somehow we stick together.
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POISON IDEA are a 2-year old 4-piece band

from Portland, Oregon, with a tape frequently

heard on max	 r ' n ' rp

They are frontiering

alone (along with the FAP.TZ from Seattle) in

the Northwest devoid, where a punk is still a

spectacle and hus harassment is an everyday

occurence . Absent at the interview was Tom

Pig who lives miles away from Portland in the

suburbs.

`MR : What's

Portland?



it like to be



POISON IDEA In



Chris : Portland was, until about two years

ago, totally art-oriented, then POISON IDEA

started and slot of kids got into that because they couldn't get into someone heating

on a drum with an elephant tusk . Now its a

little better scene, but more people need to

actually be involved &amp; not just watch . WE

need more bands, more magazines.

Dean : We couldn't get a gig at first because

there wasn't anyplace to play, and all the

established rockpunk hands hated us because

we're so raw, hut the kids couldn't get into

them either . Now we have our own following.

CHRIS : A VERY young following . The scene

here is very

young and very enthusiastic

We're up here in a huge vacuum . One club -two blocks away from the major police

precint . We play a show a month maybe, and

we make no money and drink no free beer . The

club (The Met) brings in slot of hands, but

we need more hands coming through . Portland

is totally ready for it . The scene's really

growing . I'm glad more kids are getting into

it . When I see a new kid on the street, I'll

go up to him and talk to him, no one should

say, "oh, he's a trendy, he's a fucker ."

MRR :



WHAT ARE YOUR SONGS ABOUT?



Jerry : Being youth today, with a lot of per sonal innuendos . There's no point in saying

"Fuck Reagan"- Reagan's not going to hear it

and we alread s_id i



Jerry : Oh well, make a record



0



44 4s



A[1



Chris : We're a mood tight hand, and we will

play anywhere . We want to play D .C ., we want

to play Louisiana, LA, Texas, Mexico, SF,

Conyers Georgia-anyplace there's a scene, I

want to see it . Our tape's in San Francisco

and hopefully it's on the radio.

Subterranean is our big interest In a label.

They seen to be a label that really know's

what's going on . Last word's the only thing

that died in '78 was Sid, and who needed him

anyway? We're gnarly and we ' re not wispy .

We

shred.



In a town with a scene as secular and divided

as Portland's ., POISON IDEA (who share pool

space with Neo-Fascist LOCKJAW and

411 te/ ..gy.a ad

SADO-NATION) have tread 'water alone for a

`1RR : YOU SEEM PRETTY PISSED AT THE MRDIAS long time . New hands come and wilt as fast.

Recently there have been stronger

CONCEPTION OF PUNK

developments-- the ever constant BRAPHSMEARS,

who are great when they play . Mostly Walla

CHRIS : I don't know what's with the media.

Walla cliquey immigrants DIRGE sound good

If punks weren't represented as total munster

too . FINAL WARNING have played three and a

lowlife who only want to kill, then more kids

half gigs so far and noisy HERB may develop

would become aware . As it stands, it's the

if they try . S .F . hands : we would appreciate

There

ultimate evil to he into hardcore .

seeing you . Numbers to call are BILL HICKS

to overthrow

the

aren't

enough

punks

(the Met) (503)223-3438 or Courtney (503)

government-perhaps there never will he . I

222-7491 .

YOU can contact POISON IDEA c/o

don't know what people are so afraid of.

Dean Johnson 2359 NW Overton Portland

There are stupid punks, hut there are also

interview by Courtney Michelle

I've never heard of a punk

stupid people .

getting on top of a building and shooting at

passersby . These type of things haven't Dear Max Rock 4 'loll,

happened, hut still were shown as total

There's lots of pro b lems with the scene

losers.

. What

Dean : I don't like to get shit on the bus to d ay and many punks are complaining

from some gearhead calling me names, and I'm they d on't realize is how lucky they are to

have a scene at all . We (my friend and I)

sure they don't enjoy some idiot with a

live in a medium sized town (40,000 people December mohawk telling them to cut their

"edfor d , Oregon! and its probably the Moral

hair . People are people.

Majority capitol of the universe . There is

no scene - no clubs, no hands, no other punks

MRR : What bands do you like?

at all . Well, there's a few in a town about

1O miles from here and about two non- punks

Dean : We love the FARTZ.

at school who will talk to us (Are you happy

Jerry : And DISCHARGE . They played Portland

. Our parents

and nobody came, but it was packed for FEAR Dave? Your name's in print now)

are -upstanding citizens" and the only way we

because everyone'd seen the movie.

away.

CHRIS : Old punk, new punk-not really everyone , get to concerts at all is hyrunning

Well enough complaining- here's the good

In particular . Bands influence us to keep

stuff . We ran away to go to the FEAR/ CODE

punk and to keep going . We try to keep in

touch with what's happening all over because OF HONOR gig in Eugene and then Portland and

it was great to see how really friendly and

we're isolated . It's such a big country it ' s

cooperative everyone was . We had practically

hard to tell some punk in Miami what's going

no money, food, transportation S no place to

on in Portland.

stay but like we said the punks were really

nice . We got a place to crash for the night

MRR : COALS FOR THE BAND?

and a ride to Portland and hack . The con There's nothing I'd like more than to live certs were Food- I didn't like FEAR that much

b ut COOS OF IWiNOR was terrific- really honest

off of this hand . I don't want to he rich,

but I'd like an apartment, I'd like to eat and up front with good political values.

meat more than when I go over to my mom's . I F°AP should have opened for them not the

don't want to be a star — I can't be a star. other way around . There was good slamming

I'd like to say that we are America ' s ugliest and stage diving with no serious fightsit was

a hopefully it will stay this way .

hand .

• surprising to see how few other hardcore

chicks there were, especially out slamming

but maybe that will change in time- its j ust

hard for us females because occasionally

you'll net some 250 pound euy that lands on

m

•

you and if you're pretty small you can get

flattened.

•

w el l , this looks like the end of this

letter . A word to punks everywhere : Pont

get bogged down with an 'Image'- remain open

minded, that's what punk's all about, right??

Be grateful that you have a scene, but don't

stop trying to improve it . Don ' t listen to

the government or the media- they lust try to

•

brainwash you.

Terminally Yours,

'lox &amp; Pint

0

P .S . Tinny to Eugene people who put up with

wm us- especially v.rskine S Damon (how are your

Rafer

• box-sprin g s lately?) Hi to Skunk

ti

u, (Abel, Andy, Slash-who is one marvy persson

(we love you Ro b ) and many, many others
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